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Before you begin the onboarding process, we will need to 
know how you would like your restaurant units associated, 
via Company and Concept. This document will help you 
understand what that means and how it will impact your use of 
MarginEdge going forward. 

Please do take time with your team to decide how you would 
like to set-up your group in MarginEdge – this decision will be 
very difficult for your team and ours to reverse. 

In this document, we will assume you have multiple 
Restaurant Units and are operating as one Company.

Introduction
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In simple terms, when Restaurant Units don’t share a Concept, they can’t 
interact; they are completely separated from each other with regards to 

sharing anything like products and recipes, or transferring items. 

When in doubt, we recommend uniting restaurants under a shared Concept.

RestaurantRestaurant
UNIT A

RestaurantRestaurant
UNIT C

CompanyCompany

Concept #1 Concept #2
RestaurantRestaurant

UNIT B
RestaurantRestaurant

UNIT D

Units C & D can also see/share with each other 
but not with units A or B since A and B are 
grouped within a separate Concept.

Units A & B can see/share products and 
recipes with each other, compare budgets, 
make internal transfers, etc.

MarginEdge terminology for how restaurant units relate: 

The overarching label we use to indicate that your individual 
restaurants are linked in MarginEdge. You can have multiple Companies 
in MarginEdge, but most restaurant owners just have one Company 
umbrella. This document assumes you are under one Company. 

Each individual restaurant location. 

The specific level to which restaurants are linked together. If your 
restaurants share a Concept, these restaurants will be able to interact, 
share data and ultimately be easier to compare against each other. 
But with this comes some limitations on individual restaurant unit 
customization.  

Concept

Restaurant Unit

Company

Terminology 
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For instance, let’s say you have a restaurant unit called “Stadium 
Burgers” by the local baseball stadium that’s all sports themed, 
and “City Center Burgers” by all the office buildings downtown 
with more of a corporate feel. You might want them to share a 
Concept in MarginEdge so you can more easily compare budgets 
and share recipes. Even your fried chicken sandwich restaurant 
might make sense to put under the same Concept umbrella too.

Read on for a more in-depth way to assess the differences 
between one shared Concept and separate Concepts.

While the industry term is more how your guests would view 
how similar your restaurants are (name, menu, style, etc.) our 
meaning of “Concept” has more to do with how much you 
want these separate restaurants to be able to interact within 
MarginEdge. 

What are Concepts? 
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One Shared Concept Separate Concepts

Category  
Budgets

Budgets are comparable in a side-by-side 
fashion. Changing a percent of sales or a 
dollar amount as targets will not affect the 
other restaurant units’ budgets. 

Budgets will not be comparable across 
restaurant units. 

Products and 
Their Categories

Restaurants share a product database.

Products must be called the same thing in 
every restaurant unit (e.g., “garbanzo beans” 
in unit A cannot be called “chickpeas” at 
unit B) and must be categorized the same 
way (e.g., limes cannot be categorized as 
“produce” at unit A and as “bar consumables” 
at unit B).

Products will need to be counted by the same 
unit of measurement throughout the Concept.

Restaurant units do not share a product 
database.

Each has full control over how they 
want to categorize and count their 
products, but cannot transfer products 
back and forth.

Inventory Restaurants can request to have their Count 
Sheets copied across multiple units, saving 
set up time, or can have separate Count 
Sheets if preferred.

Each restaurant will need to create 
their own inventory Count Sheets; we 
cannot copy Count Sheets to save set 
up time.

Recipes Restaurants can share recipes. 

When a recipe is created at one unit, it will 
automatically be available in all other units 
in the Concept. The price of each recipe’s 
ingredients will be specific to the restaurant 
location. Recipes can still be “locked” to a 
certain location if you don’t want them visible 
across all locations.

The Menu Price in recipes will be shared 
amongst the Concept, but in Menu Analysis, 
the Menu Item Price becomes specific to the 
restaurant location again. 

Restaurant units cannot share recipes 
with each other.

Internal  
Transfers

You can record internal transfers using the 
tool in MarginEdge.

Cannot record internal transfers

Commissary 
Feature

You can use the Commissary feature for 
centralized ordering among restaurant units. 

Cannot use the Commissary feature

Sales Reporting All restaurants under the same Company, regardless of Concept, have the option to see 
their sales data side-by-side or separately in the sales report and nightly sales emails.

The Differences 
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Examples 

In this example, these restaurant units are 
very similar and are just different locations. 

Parisian Hospitality would like to compare 
their budgets to see an easy snapshot 
of where everyone stands on meeting 
their goals. 

They have basically the same menu so it 
would make sense that they would want to 
share recipes and products. 

These restaurant units would be separate 
Concepts from “Pascal’s Bistro” and separate from 
each other.  

They decided it wouldn’t make sense for them to 
compare budgets since the prices, sales volume 
and menu concepts are so different. 

The management for “Parisian Croissant Shop” 
and “Le Papillion Fine French Cuisine” are 
different and do not want each other changing 
how products are counted and categorized in 
MarginEdge. 

To help explain this further, here is an example of a few different 
ways a restaurant group could structure their setup in MarginEdge. 

Pascal’s BistroPascal’s Bistro
New York, NY

Parisian  Parisian  
Croissant ShopCroissant Shop

Brooklyn, NY

Parisian HospitalityParisian Hospitality

ConceptConcept ConceptConcept ConceptConcept

Pascal’s BistroPascal’s Bistro
Boston, MA

Le Papillion Fine Le Papillion Fine 
French CuisineFrench Cuisine

New York, NY

Keep the most similar restaurant units together under one 
Concept, let the others be independent. 

Scenario 1
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The reason these are the same Concept is 
the same as Scenario 1

In this scenario, Parisian Hospitality decided to let all of their restaurant units share one 
Concept. They want to see all of their restaurant units on MarginEdge reports and would like 
to keep the option open to share data, or for example, let Pascal’s Bistro order croissants 
from the Parisian Croissant Shop. They may be adding more units in the future, and this gives 
them the most flexibility.  

Parisian Hospitality decided that it would make 
sense for the Parisian Croissant Shop to supply 
Le Papillion with baked goods since it has a better 
setup for that in Brooklyn. 

To set up a commissary model, where Le Papillion 
can submit orders and see their status, these two 
restaurants need to share the same Concept. 

Keep most similar restaurant units together under one Concept; 
keep near-by restaurant units under one Concept to transfer items. 

Put all restaurant units together under one Concept.

Pascal’s BistroPascal’s Bistro
New York, NY

Parisian  Parisian  
Croissant ShopCroissant Shop

Brooklyn, NY

Parisian HospitalityParisian Hospitality

Parisian HospitalityParisian Hospitality

ConceptConcept

ConceptConcept

ConceptConcept

Pascal’s BistroPascal’s Bistro
Boston, MA

Le Papillion Fine Le Papillion Fine 
French CuisineFrench Cuisine

New York, NY

Parisian  Parisian  
Croissant ShopCroissant Shop

Brooklyn, NY

Le Papillion Fine Le Papillion Fine 
French CuisineFrench Cuisine

New York, NY

Pascal’s BistroPascal’s Bistro
Boston, MA

Pascal’s BistroPascal’s Bistro
New York, NY

Scenario 3

Scenario 2
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Here are some questions to think through…

Still having trouble figuring 
out how to structure your 
restaurants?

Are there overlapping menu items?

Do you carry similar products at each location? 

Do your restaurants send items to each other when something 
runs out?

Could you foresee transferring consumables, ingredients or 
prepared items between your restaurants one day?

Do you want to see performance metrics such as a budgeted 
food cost side by side?

If you answered “yes” to one or more of these questions, consider 
having those restaurants set up under the same Concept.     


